
Exploring Eneabba 

 
It is surprising how easy it is to be misled when it comes to Australian placenames, 

particularly when the name is of Indigenous origin. The potential for confusion 

arising from differing cultural assumptions and practices in assigning names to 

locations, localities and physical features in the landscape has been well documented.
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Furthermore, in many cases such placenames can only be understood in their cultural 

context, such as when they refer to a mythological account in which the named 

feature, locality or place forms a significant part of the story. But when there are no 

informants available who have any proficiency in the applicable language, providing 

an explanation for the name can become even more difficult. Often, by default, ill-

founded local traditions then gain currency, becoming in time the accepted derivation.  

In such circumstances the best hope of arriving at the proper meaning of the 

placename depends on historical recordings of that language and some form of 

linguistic analysis. Here Amery‟s “principles”
 2

 provide an invaluable guide, as will 

become evident. 

 

Eneabba (population 300), lies about 280 km north north west of Perth in Western 

Ausralia. It is a relatively young town, only being gazetted on 27 January 1961.
3
 The 

area around Eneabba is mostly flat scrubby sand plain, with the town servicing the 

local farming community and the mineral sands mining industry. The town was 

named after “a nearby spring,” Eneabba Spring, which lies 13 km to the east. This 

name was first recorded by a surveyor, G. M. Nunn, in 1903.
4
 In endeavouring to 

explain the origin of the name, the current body responsible, Landgate, states that: 

 

“The meaning is said to be ‘small water’, from ena meaning water, and abba meaning 

small. The spring was known as ‘Pocket Knife Spring’ by the early settlers who told 

stories of the magical power of a pocket knife dropped in the spring.”
5
 

 

This curious bit of history about the name probably derives from an anonymous 

typescript held in the Battye Library in Perth, “Native Meanings of Townships North 

of Gin Gin”.
6
 This document, which seems to have been written in the 1960s or 

1970s, lists a series of placenames and their etymologies, much of which is highly 

questionable. Typed alongside “Eneabba” is “ENa is water. Thabba is spring; 

Enathabba is „Spring Water‟ (Nellie Parker)”, but underneath this, written in by hand, 

is “Enda = Pocket Knife” “abba = small” “Pocket Knife Springs – Legend amongst 

early settlers.” 

 

The document lists a number of sources at the beginning. The Nellie Parker 

mentioned is listed there as “a member of the now extinct Carnamah tribe.” Carnamah 

is a town 170 km southward, but there was never any Carnamah tribe as such. While 

Eneabba sits within an area in which the Amangu language was formerly spoken,
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Carnamah is considered by some to be in the Amangu area,
8
 or on the border of 

Amangu and Badimaya by others.
9
 However, it is not clear in the document what is 

Nellie Parker‟s contribution, apart from „Spring Water‟, and what is that of the 

anonymous compiler. Consequently, the language information provided cannot be 

relied upon.
10

 

 

In endeavouring to arrive at the meaning of Eneabba, the critical question is whether 

the appellation was being applied to the locality in which the spring was situated, was 



it the name of the spring, or was it simply a common noun for a spring? The 

confusing and uncertain information supplied, upon which the current derivation 

appears to be based on, is certainly not much assistance in this regard. Here we have 

“ena meaning/= water”, “abba meaning/= small”, “Thabba is spring”, “Enda = 

Pocket Knife” and “Spring Water”. I would suggest this information in fact contains a 

litany of errors, as will become apparent. 

 

As mentioned earlier, the Amangu language was formerly spoken in this area. While 

there were two speakers alive in 1966, alas no material seems to have been elicited in 

modern times. Consequently the primary source for the language is a number of word 

lists compiled between about 1851 and 1959.
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 In those lists the words „e-na‟,
12

  

„ena‟,
13

 „enah‟,
14

 „enner‟
15

 and „eena‟
16

 appear, meaning „foot‟. A feature of Amangu, 

and its dialectical relative Nhanda, is „initial phoneme dropping‟,
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 In cases where 

there was shared vocabulary with adjacent languages, the initial consonant was often 

absent in corresponding Amangu and Nhanda terms So, for example, in most 

languages from Ngaluma in the north west of WA to Minang on the south coast the 

words for „foot‟ were cognates of „tjen/tjena/tjin/tjina‟.
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 Consequently „ena‟ would 

appear to be an Amangu cognate referring to the foot, with the initial consonant 

missing. Confirmation of this is the observation that there are no recorded occurrences 

in Nhanda and Amangu of „ena‟, or any cognate of that, as the word for „water‟. 

 

If one considers the word for „water‟, there appear to have been two different 

cognates recorded in Amangu and Nhanda, „owwa/howa‟ and the allophonic variants  

„apa/aba/appa/abba‟. The former was only recorded in the northern part of Amangu, 

around Geraldton and Dongara, as „ow-wa‟,
19

 „ow‟wa‟,
20

 „howah‟
21

 and „howa‟
22

 

(hence the placename Howatharra just to the north of Geraldton). Elsewhere in 

Amangu and Nhanda, the „apa/aba/appa/abba‟ form has been recorded.
23

 This is 

another example of initial phoneme dropping. For many languages to the north, as far 

as Ngaluma in the Pilbara at least, the equivalent terms was „baba/babba‟, while to the 

south, in the Nyoongar languages, it was „gabi/kapi‟. It would seem, on the basis of 

this evidence that „abba‟ actually refers to water. This is confirmed when cognates for 

„small‟, or „little‟, in Nhanda and Amangu are taken into consideration, they are all of 

the form „puri‟,
24

 ruling out „abba‟ as „small‟. 

 

The next etymology for Eneabba based on „Thabba‟ as spring, in combination with 

„ena‟ as „water‟, is found wanting in the first instance because of the problem that 

„ena‟ was not a word for „water‟. Recordings of terms for „spring‟ as a common noun 

are rare in Aboriginal languages in southern WA, although what appear to be names 

for specific springs do occur in the region.
25

 While words for „spring‟, such as „ngura‟ 

and „ngirgo‟, have been recorded in the past in Nyoongar languages,
26

 the only 

example recorded in the Nhanda/Amangu region appears to be „-carah‟.
27

 However, if 

the word „thabba‟ itself is considered, it should be noted that Daisy Bates recorded 

this as a Nhanda term for a stone „knife‟.
28

 Furthermore, Nyoongar recordings of the 

name for such knives have included cognates such as „dabba/dabber/dabbah/dtab-

ba/tabba/taap‟.
29

 Consequently, one is led to conclude that „thabba‟ does not in fact 

mean „spring‟ but „knife‟ instead. 

 

What significance „Enda‟, the last of the terms suggested as having some bearing on 

the etymology of Eneabba, has is unclear. Although followed by „abba = small‟ it 

would appear that the intent was to ally it with „thabba‟ as „spring‟ to produce „Pocket 



Knife Spring‟. Apart from the issues of the phonological divergence of „Enda-thabba‟ 

from Eneabba, and the conclusion that „thabba‟ probably meant „knife‟, „Enda‟ is also 

problematic. Clearly it is a neologism, so is it feasible that could have entered the 

Amangu lexicon by 1903, when Eneabba Spring was actually named? As pocket 

knives were not common at the time the spring was named,
30

 the likelihood of a 

neologism for „pocket knife‟ coming into existence in Amangu and then being applied 

to the spring would appear remote. 

 

Having called into question the basis for the various proposed etymologies for 

Eneabba, what then is its true meaning? Perhaps the answer may lie in the correct 

attribution of its linguistic components. With „ena‟ being the word for foot and „abba‟ 

the one for water, the literal translation then is „foot-water‟. From this I would 

conjecture the real meaning is „ground spring‟, water found at the foot, at ground 

level. As such it would appear to be a common noun and not the specific name of that 

spring or the general locality. This may have been the meaning that informants were 

trying to convey when „small water‟ and „Spring Water‟ were suggested, just that the 

linguistic justification became flawed and confused. Some support for the „ground 

spring‟ conjecture can be found in a description of Eneabba Spring, one of a number  

of springs which are formed by a siltstone outcrop sitting “just below the height of the 

watertable in the Leederville-Parmelia aquifer, and as such represent aquifer 

overflow.”
31

 Consequently I would conclude that the most likely meaning of Eneabba 

is simply „ground spring‟. 
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